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ON THE ORIGIN OF THE SOUR SYSTEM 
w 
Hannes Alfkdn 
Department of Plasma Physics 
The Royal Inst i tute  of Technology 
Stockholm, Sweden 
I. Introduction and General Principles 
1. Introduction 
In h i s  famous t r ea t i s e  "Ie$ons s u r  l e s  hypotheses cosmogoniques," 
Henri  Poincare' i n  1911 gave a survey of the most important hypotheses 
about the origin of the solar  system. The t o t a l  number he l i s t e d  was 
about half  a dozen. 
of magnitude. 
t ravesty of Byron 
Today the number has increased by perhaps one order 
In fac t ,  we may say about t h i s  famous problem--with a s l igh t  
We want a theory. 
When every year and month sends for th  a new one 
T i l l  a f t e r  cloying the gazettes with cant 
The age discovers it is not the t rue  one. 
An uncommon want 
I am not going t o  give a survey of the many ingenious ideas which have 
been suggested. 
Poincard the general background of the problem has changed i n  several ways. 
The problem was ea r l i e r  treated by Newton mechanics and hydrodynamics. 
Instead I should l ike  t o  point out t ha t  since the time of 
The Laplace theory belonged t o  t h i s  f i e l d  and so did the t i d a l  theories.  
However, it i s  now admitted by most workers i n  the f i e l d  tha t  magnetohydro- 
namic e f fec ts  were essent ia l  fo r  the  b i r th  of the planets and s a t e l l i t e s .  
This change i n  the theoret ical  background i s  the first important new feature. 
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As the second one we should l i s t  that  space research has given much 
more experimental knowledge about the behavior of magnetized plasmas i n  
our neighborhood. 
i n  space differed from present conditions i n  several respects. 
many r e su l t s  pertaining t o  present conditions are applicable t o  the cosmo- 
gonic problem. 
increased our knowledge of the  physics of magnetized plasmas i n  a general 
way which i s  useful t o  the cosmogonic problem. 
Admittedly, when the so la r  system was formed, conditions 
S t i l l ,  
To t h i s  should be added, t ha t  thermonuclear research has 
As a t h i r d  important advance we should note the increased knowledge 
i n  c e l e s t i a l  mechanics, which is inspired by space research and made pos- 
s ib l e  by modern computers. Celestial  mechanics once lead the break-through 
of modern physics, but went out of the focus t o  physicists a t  the beginning 
of t h i s  century, and many sc ien t i s t s  had the feeling tha t  l i t t l e  could be 
gained by further investigations of the dynamics of the solar system. The 
last decade, however, has signaled a reb i r th  of c e l e s t i a l  mechanics, which 
i s  important for our problem. 
2. The s t a t e  of the solar system a t  the end of the cosmogonic process ----- 
When w e  t r y  t o  t race the  origin of the solar system, w e  are  discussing 
processes which occurred a few b i l l i on  years ago. 
sure tha t  there i s  any possibi l i ty  of reconstructing what happened long ago. 
There have been so many events i n  the past ,  which have l e f t  no t race  a t  a l l - -  
f romthe formation of the f i r s t  l iv ing  organisms t o  the performance of per- 
fec t  crimes. 
essent ia l  features of the cosmogonic process? 
The t races  which have been l e f t  consist of 9 major planets, encircled 
A, pr io r i  we cannot be 
Are there rea l ly  reasons t o  believe tha t  we can reconstruct 
by a t  l ea s t  31 s a t e l l i t e s ,  plus a great number of asteroids of which more 
than  1700 are catalogued. T o t h i s  w e  should add the comets and the meteors. 
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The study of these bodies supplies us with data of i n t e re s t  both t o  
the physicist  and the chemist. 
the  diameters, the  momnts of inertia, the  spin,  and the o r b i t a l  elements 
of the bodies. 
the ea r th ' s  surface and from meteors which have f a l l en  down. 
spectroscopic observations of planetary atmospheres have given valuable 
chemical information. 
The e s sen t i a l  physical data are the masses, 
So far chemical laboratory data  are  obtainable only from 
Furthermore, 
What par t  of t h i s  knowledge has reference t o  the cosmogonic process? 
The chemical evidence is of course very valuable, but only i f  we can correct 
f o r  a l l  the chemical changes during the past  few b i l l ions  of years. I n  most 
cases t h i s  i s  d i f f i c u l t .  For example, the geological transformations of the  
ear th  involve many uncertain factors,  and not much is  known with cer ta in ty  
about the in t e rna l  chemical composition of the ear th .  There are several  
admirable theories about t h e  internal  const i tut ion of other planets,  but 
whether they are correct or not can only be decided when we have v i s i t ed  
these places and made the chemical analyses i n  s i t u .  One should therefore 
be somewhat careful  i n  drawing rash conclusions from chemical data. 
famous chemists f i r s t  create seven moons around the ear th  and then destroy 
s i x  of them merely t o  obtain our Moon as a net r e s u l t ,  we should h a i l  them 
as worthy descendents of the alchemists and ra ther  the  demiurges. 
should subject t h e i r  theories t o  the t e s t s  of c e l e s t i a l  mechanics before 




My prejudice against cosmogonic chemistry may stem from my general 
ignorance of chemistry. 
from an analysis of the physical data.  
ax i a l  rotat ion,  the spin, of the c e l e s t i a l  bodies. 
But l e t  us see,  i n  any case, what we can conclude 
We start with a discussion of the  
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3 .  The spin of the  c e l e s t i a l  bodies - --
Photometric reg is t ra t ions  of  asteroids show in tens i ty  variations which 
must be interpreted as due t o  rotat ion of a body with nonuniform albedo. 
Several investigators have measured the periods of axial rotation of 27 
asteroids  and f ind  no systematic dependence on the  magnitudes of the aster- 
oids.  
which deviate by less than 504'0 from an average of 8 or 9 hours. 
t h a t  t h i s  resul t  i s  not due t o  observational select ion.)  
I n  f ac t ,  as i s  shown i n  Fig. 1, almost a l l  asteroids have periods 
(It appears 
Regarding the  planets,  we f ind tha t  a l so  the giant planets have about 
the  same period. 
rotat ions of Jupi te r ,  Saturn, and Uranus are almost equal. The period of 
Neptune is  somewhat longer (15 ), but a correction for  the  t i d a l  breaking 
of i t s  retrograde s a t e l l i t e  brings it down, at  l e a s t  somewhat. If Lyttleton's 
It has always struck students of astronomy that  the  ax ia l  
h 
suggestion t h a t  Pluto was once ejected from the Neptunian system i s  correct,  
t he  correction would be larger .  For the ear th  w e  should use the period be- 
fore the capture of the Moon, which according t o  Gerstenkorn was most l i k e l y  
f ive  or s i x  hours. 
Hence we f ind the  very remarkable fac t  t h a t  the ax ia l  period is  of the 
same order of magnitude for a number of bodies with very different  masses. 
In  f ac t ,  when the mass varies by a factor of more than 101l--from l e s s  than 
1019 g ( for  small asteroids)  up t o  more than lo3' g ( for  Jupiter)--the axial 
-
period does not show any systematic var ia t ion.  We may c a l l  t h i s  the  l a w  -- of
isochronic rotat ion.  
Obviously t h i s  l a w  cannot be applied t o  bodies whose present rotat ion . 
i s  regulated by t i d a l  action. 
bodies as i s  discussed by S i r  Harold Jeffreys i n  h i s  book "The Earth.'' 
Most s a t e l l i t e s  a re  probably examples of such 
Their 
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a x i a l  periods a re  made equal t o  t he  o r b i t a l  periods by the t i d e s  produced 
by t h e i r  m t h e r  planets. 
2/3 of the  o r b i t a l  period, which according t o  Colombo and 
i s  due t o  a t i d a l  resonance. 
spin-orbit  coupling, a8 recently discovered by Charpenter and Goldreich. 
Of the planets  t he  a x i a l  period of Mercury i s  
Shapiro 
Further, Venus exhibi ts  a most remarkable 
Excepting the  bodies which a re  strongly influenced b y t i d e s ,  the only 
h body with a known ro ta t ion  far from the order of 10 is Pluto which ro t a t e s  
in 6 days. Also Mars (period 2sh) shows a ra ther  large deviation. 
Concerning the  mechanism producing the equal i ty  of the ax ia l  periods 
the  following conclusions can be drawn, 
(i) The equal i ty  of the  periods cannot be produced by any factor  acting 
today. 
fected very much by any reasonable forces acting now. 
For example, we cannot expect that  the rotat ion of Jupi te r  i s  af-  
(ii) The equal i ty  of the  periods cannot have anything t o  do with the 
ro t a t iona l  s t a b i l i t y  of the bodies. The giant planets,  for  example, are 
very far from ro ta t iona l  i n s t a b i l i t y  today. 
f i nd  a mechanism by which the present isochronism can be connected w i t h  ro- 
t a t i o n a l  i n s t a b i l i t y  during the prehistory of bodies as d i f fe ren t  as a small 
as te ro id  and a giant planet. 
It is unlikely tha t  one could 
(iii) Hence the isochronism must be of cosmogonic or igin.  A l l  the  
bodies mt have been agglomerated by a process which has the  charac te r i s t ic  
feature  t h a t  it makes t h e i r  axial  periods about equal, no matter how much 
mass i s  acquired. 
property, has been suggested. 
A two-step process for agglomeration, which has this  
( i v )  The braking of the axial ro ta t ion  of the bodies has not been very 
A braking produced by a surrounding s igni f icant  since t h e i r  agglomeration. 
uniform viscous medium should lengthen the period of a small body much 
more than the period of a larger body. 
as t en  kilometers ro t a t e  with the same periods as the la rges t  planets indi-  
cates  t h a t  not even such small bodies have been braked very much since they 
were formed. 
s t a t e  now as when it was formed. 
c a l l y  important r e su l t s  can be obtained from detai led analysis of the pres- 
en t  s t a t e  of the solar system. 
The f a c t  t h a t  asteroids as small 
In e s sen t i a l  respects the so la r  system seems t o  be i n  the same 
This makes it reasonable tha t  cosmogoni- 
(v)  The isochronism shows f'urther t h a t  the asteroids  cannot derive from 
a broken-up planet.  
we should expect an equiparti t ion of the ro t a t iona l  energies of the par ts .  
This means t h a t  the periods of ax ia l  rotat ion of the smallest asteroids 
should be much smaller than  those of the larger asteroids.  This is i n  con- 
f l i c t  with observations. 
I f  a planet explodes (or is disrupted i n  some other way) 
4. O r b i t a l  elements 
Concerning the o r b i t a l  elements, these are subject t o  secular varia- 
t i ons  within cer ta in  l imi t s .  The question whether the solar system i s  
dynamically s tab le  for  b i l l ions  of years  has e a r l i e r  been discussed rather  
much. I a m  not sure t h a t  there ex i s t s  yet any rigorous proof of the long- 
t i m e  s t a b i l i t y  of the system, but it i s  usually believed tha t  it has a high 
degree of s t a b i l i t y .  
the o rb i t s  of today are ra ther  close t o  the orb i t s  i n  which the cosmogonic 
process put the c e l e s t i a l  bodies. 
We are probably j u s t i f i e d  i n  assuming tha t  most of 
Exceptions from t h i s  general ru le  a re  the cases when t i d a l  e f fec ts  
have changed the orb i t s  considerably. 
i s  the Earth-Moon system. 
The most noteworthy example of t h i s  
It is well known t h a t  the t i des  make the Moon's 
. 
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distance increase , which--extrapolat ing backwards i n  t i m e  --mans t h a t  
e a r l i e r  the  Moon was much closer  t o  the ear th .  
a t t r ac t ed  the a t ten t ion  of Darwin  and quite a few others of the old masters 
of c e l e s t i a l  mchanics.  
o r b i t ,  but fo r  some reason he stopped h i s  calculations jus t  when they be- 
came r e a l l y  interest ing.  
Moon t o  be solved half  a century later by Gerstenkorn, who demonstrated 
t h a t  e a r l i e r ,  when the Moon was closer t o  the ear th ,  the incl inat ion of 
i t s  o r b i t a l  plane was nuch higher than now. 
incl ined 90" towards the  ees th ' s  equator ia l  plane, which mans t h a t  the 
Moon passed over t he  North and South poles, and before t h a t  the  Moon moved 
i n  a retrograde o rb i t .  
Moon w a s  s t i l l  e a r l i e r  a t  a larger distance from the ear th .  From Gerstenkorn's 
calculations we may conclude tha t  the Moon was or ig ina l ly  a planet--perhaps 
a sister of Mars--which was captured by the ear th  i n  a retrograde o rb i t .  
The minimum distance of t he  Moon was very close t o  the Roche limit, 
This is  a problem which 
Darwin calculated the var ia t ions of the Moon's 
He l e f t  the  problem of the  prehis tory of the  
S t i l l  ear l ier  the  plane was 
AS the t ides  make a retrograde o rb i t  shrink, the 
according t o  Gerstenkorn. 
d i f f e ren t  results.) 
about 6 km high and may have produced geologically traceable e f fec ts .  It 
i s  of i n t e re s t  t o  note t h a t  an AmericaIz geologist ,  Olsen (1966), recent ly  
has t r i e d  t o  ident i fy  the Gerstenkorn event with a remarkable event 700 
mill ion years ago, which usually i s  interpreted as a world-wide glaciation. 
Cooper, Richards, and Stacey (1967), on the other hand, suggest t h a t  the 
close approach of the Moon resulted i n  an in te rna l  heating of the  Earth, 
which, according t o  geological evidence, took place more than 2 x 10 
ago. 
(McDonald and Sorokin have obtained somewhat 
The t i d e s  which the Moon produced a t  t h a t  time were 
9 years 
I a m  not a geologist s o  I cannot have any opinion about these,  except 
t h a t  they seem t o  be very interest ing suggestions. 
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We may consider the Neptune-Triton system t o  be an analogue t o  the  
Earth-Moon system, but less developed. 
similar t o  what the Moon did in  the beginning of i t s  capt ivi ty .  
Triton moves i n  a retrograde o rb i t  
Whether t i d a l  e f f ec t s  have been important i n  other cases too,  is not 
qui te  c lear ,  but probably they have not changed any other o rb i t s  dras t ica l ly .  
There are a l so  important resonance e f f ec t s ,  e.g., i n  the  Jovian and Saturnian 
s a t e l l i t e  systems , which deserve a t ten t ion  i n  t h i s  connection. 
5. Ce les t ia l  mechanics as a deep-freeze - -  
The general conclusion is  that--with the  mentioned exceptions--the 
so l a r  system i s  today i n  about the same s t a t e  as it w a s  l e f t  by the cosmo- 
gonic processes. Not very much has happened during the l a s t  few b i l l i on  
years. The c e l e s t i a l  mechanics has acted as a very good deep-freeze for  
the  products of our cosmogonic factory.  
6. Planetesimal agglomeration 
Let us therefore jump back over the  ra ther  uninteresting last f e w  b i l -  
A t  l i o n  years t o  the t i m e  when the cosmogonic processes were s t i i i  active.  
t h a t  time the s i tua t ion  on the  ear th  w a s  probably ra ther  du l l ,  because it 
had been raining so l id  par t ic les  continuously for  a few hundred million 
years. It w a s  not a very heavy r a in ,  but it gave a precipi ta t ion of an 
inch or  two per year, now and then cheered up by the  more dramatic f a l l  of 
a few giant meteors. 
very much. 
present as teroid be l t .  
orders of magnitude higher s o  t h a t  t h e  impacts were very frequent. 
The meteors need not necessar i ly  have heated the  ea r th  
We could depict  the ear th  as moving i n  a region similar t o  the 
Only the densi ty  of "asteroids" should be several  
We are  here following the picture  of the "planetesimal" theory of the 
build-up of planets and s a t e l l i t e s .  This  w a s  o r ig ina l ly  proposed by Moulton, 
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Chamberlain and by Schmidt, and a t  l e a s t  i n  par t  it i s  probably correct .  
The reservation one has t o  make i s  connected with the isochronism of 
planetary rotat ions.  
It has been believed t h a t  if a planet l i ke  the  ear th  moves i n  a Kepler 
o rb i t  it w i l l  col lect  "grains" or  "planetesimals" moving i n  Kepler orb i t s  
a t  approximately the same solar distance. 
picture  is much too simple. 
move in very complicated orb i t s  (see Fig. 2 ) .  
which however i s  confined t o  circular orb i t s ,  grains i n  1 4  d i f fe ren t  bands, 
7 outside and 7 inside the ear th ' s  o rb i t ,  w i l l  h i t  the  ear th .  Giuli  (1968) 
has calculated the angular momentum which such par t ic les  would t ransfer  t o  
the  ear th .  
As shown by Dole (1962) t h i s  
When the grains approach the ear th  they w i l l  
According t o  h i s  analysis,  
We s h a l l  discuss his r e su l t s  i n  the following. 
7. The -cosmogonic plasma 
I n  our walk backwards through the ages we have now reached the stage 
when we must ask the  question: where did the "grains," the "planetesimals," 
come from and how did they acquire the momenta which now define the orb i t s  
of the c e l e s t i a l  bodies. The answer is  t h a t  they must have condensed out 
of a plasma which f i l l e d  certain regions of our solax system. This means 
that the general cosmogonic process i s  supposed t o  be 
Plasma 
Grains 




Planets S a t e l l i t e s  . 
The next questions a re  logically:  from where did the plasma come, why w a s  
it accumulated i n  those regions where we now find the c e l e s t i a l  bodies, and 
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how was  it put i n to  motion? 
f i e l d  of c e l e s t i a l  mechanics in to  plasma physics and magnetohydrodynamics. 
We a l so  pass from a f i e l d  where every problem seems possible t o  solve-- 
allowing enough computer time--to a f i e l d  which i s  much more complicated 
and l e s s  w e l l  developed, and consequently more controversial .  
By asking these questions we pass from the 
AS a specif ic  question we ask why so mch  mass was accumulated i n  the 
region of the giant planets and so l i t t l e  i n  the asteroid region. 
why is  the Jovian s a t e l l i t e  system so d i f fe ren t  f romthe  Saturnian and why 
has Saturn, and Saturn alone, a ring? 
swered by investigating the dynamics of the plasma from which the grains 
once condensed. 
Also, 
Questions of t h i s  type must be an- 
It i s  always the dream of a theore t ica l  as t rophysicis t  t o  start from 
" i n i t i a l  conditions" and work out i n  a straight-forward way what must happen 
according t o  the laws of physics. The cosmogonic problem is  not sui table  
f o r  such an approach. 
formation of stars and t h i s  process is not very well understood. 
we know far too l i t t l e  about the general behavior of cosmic plasmas i n  order 
t o  carry out such an analysis.  
The " i n i t i a l  conditions" are  associated w i t h  the 
Further, 
Instead our approach must be t h a t  of an archeologist who draws h i s  con- 
clusions from combining a number of d i f fe ren t  findings. 
f o r  
solves the whole problem at once, but for  a number of theories  c lar i fying 
t h e  great a l t i t u d e  of detai led questions of which the t o t a l  cosmogonic 
problem consists.  
We should not look 
cosmogonic theory, "the t rue  one," according t o  our stanzas,  which 
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8. Planetary system versus s a t e l l i t e  systems 
In the past most cosmogonic theories  have aimed primarily a t  explain- 
ing the formation of the planets, whereas the  s a t e l l i t e  systems have only 
received secondary in t e re s t .  
eyes t o  the existence of s a t e l l i t e s .  
a r e  even more numerous than the  ordinary planets.  
t a r y  system, but we know three well developed s a t e l l i t e  systems--those of 
Jupi te r ,  Saturn, and Uranus. 
The invest igators  seem t o  have shut t h e i r  
However, the  s a t e l l i t e s  do e x i s t  and 
We know only one plane- 
These systems are so st r ikingly similar t o  the planetary system t h a t  
any acceptable theory must account for  the  general formation of small 
bodies - - sa t e l l i t e s  or planets --around a cent ra l  body, be the cent ra l  body 
a planet or the sun. 
fronted with three s a t e l l i t e  systems, but only w i t h  - one planetary system. 
This f ac t  shows t h a t ,  from a sc i en t i f i c  point of view, we should concentrate 
our in t e re s t  on the s a t e l l i t e  systems. 
Conclusions f r o m  a general theory can then be con- 
There i s  another, and very important, argument for  direct ing the at- 
ten t ion  t o  the  s a t e l l i t e  systems. The planets conceivably m i g h t  have been 
produced from matter ejected from the Sun fo r  example during a co l l i s ion  
with another star or a nova outburst. 
t h a t  the giant  planets have produced t h e i r  s a t e l l i t e  systems by e jec t ion  of 
matter. 
a number of hypotheses which seem plausible fo r  the formation of the plane- 
t a r y  system can be ruled out. 
In  contrast ,  it seems highly improbable 
Hence, i f  we d i r e c t  our a t ten t ion  t o  the formation of the s a t e l l i t e s ,  
Regarding the formation of the planetary system, a theory has great 
freedom in  choosing the i n i t i a l  conditions, because ra ther  l i t t l e  i s  known 
about the conditions around the Sun when the planetary system was formed. 
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But i f  the planets and the satellites were formed by the  same process, 
t h i s  process, when producing planets,  must have led t o  a state which should 
be the  i n i t i a l  s t a t e  for the  s a t e l l i t e  formation. 
formation the  choice of ad hoc hypotheses is  much more l imited.  
Hence, for  s a t e l l i t e  
It i s  possible t h a t  i n  cer ta in  respects the state around Jup i t e r ,  
Saturn or  Uranus when t h e i r  s a t e l l i t e  systems were formed was similar t o  
the  present conditions i n  t h e  magnetosphere of the ear th .  
one can make a s e r i e s  of investigations i n  the  magnetosphere which w i l l  
spread l i g h t  on t h e  cosmogonic problem. 
I believe t h a t  
The o r b i t a l  elements of planets and s a t e l l i t e s  are known with high 
accuracy. 
r a t e l y  determined, and the masses of the s a t e l l i t e s  a re  a l so  known although 
less accurately. Hence, i n  order t o  exclude as many uncertain speculations 
as possible,  it i s  reasonable t o  work out a theory of the  masses and o r b i t a l  
elements. Most important of the l a t t e r  i s  the average distance t o  the  cen- 
t ra l  body (semi-major ax i s ) .  
gonic theory should e s sen t i a l ly  be a theory of the  mass d is t r ibu t ion  within 
Furthermore, the masses of the planets (except Pluto) a re  accu- 
Th i s  means t h a t  the first approach t o  a cosmo- 
the  solar  system. 
Our discussion has s o  f a r  mainly served t o  spot what processes are 
e s sen t i a l  t o  the  cosmogonic problem. 
hypotheses can be excluded. 
generation of planets,  but cer ta in ly  not of s a t e l l i t e s .  
planets much larger  than the  present ones cannot be reconciled w i t h  the 
isochronic ro ta t ion .  
We have found t h a t  a number of e a r l i e r  
T i d a l  theories  may i n  pr inciple  explain the  
The idea of proto- 
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9. Plasma processes 
So far our results are  negative. What are then the posi t ive r e s u l t s ?  
I am not going t o  give a more detailed description of the  processes I be- 
l i eve  t o  have been most important--I have done so elsewhere. 
f ine  myself t o  indicating the general types of t he  processes. 
produce the following resu l t s :  
I s h a l l  con- 
They should 
1. Accumulation of the plasma i n  the regions where the secondary 
bodies a re  found. This process is--1 believe--rather controversial. 
2. Transfer of angular momentum from the cen t r a l  body t o  the plasma, 
i n  such a way t h a t  the  plasma begins t o  revolve with approximately the 
Kepler velocity.  
is produced by magnetohydrodynamic effects.  In  other words, it is due t o  
the magnetisation which we must assume the cen t r a l  bodies t o  possess. 
It i s  ra ther  generally agreed nowadays t h a t  t h i s  t ransfer  
3.  I n  the plasma a formation of grains (or droplets must take Place. 
These grains should be the r a w  material for  building up asteroids ,  s a t e l -  
l i t e s  or planets according t o  t h e  l a w s  of c e l e s t i a l  mechanics, as we have 
discussed e a r l i e r .  
Conclusions 
I think we can conclude that  the cosmogonic problem i s  now passing 
from the e ra  of speculation--which is  always the f irst  phase of a s c i e n t i f i c  
problem--to the s t a t e  when a more systematic s c i e n t i f i c  analysis i s  possible. 
One can define ra ther  well a number of problems the  solutions of which a re  
necessary before a fur ther  advance is  possible. 
f i e l d  of c e l e s t i a l  mechanics: 
t e m  a t  the moment when the cosmogonic processes ended. 
understand the process which gave the c e l e s t i a l  bodies the spin they possess. 
Some of these are in  the 
we want t o  f ind  the  s t a t e  of the  solar  sys- 
We also want t o  
14 
Among the plasma processes the t ransfer  of angular momentum t o  a cloud of 
plasma is reasonably well  understood but should be studied in  more d e t a i l .  
I n  astrophysics the problem how the s t a r s  generate t h e i r  energy could 
not be solved u n t i l  nuclear physics was developed so t h a t  the fusion pro- 
cesses were understood. 
ment about the basic pr inciples  of the  cosmogonic process cannot be reached 
u n t i l  plasma physics including magnetohydrodynamics has reached a cer ta in  
level. The rapid progress i n  t h i s  f i e l d  gives us reason t o  be optimistic 
about t he  f’uture of cosmogony. 
portant information w i l l  be gained when space research makes it possible t o  
invest igate  the c e l e s t i a l  bodies c loser .  
Similarly it seems reasonable t h a t  a general agree- 
On a somewhat longer time-scale much i m -  
It is l i k e l y  t h a t  we s h a l l  be able t o  understand a t  l ea s t  the main 
features of the cosmogonic process. 
is  d i f f i c u l t  t o  say. 
After a l l  none of us had the privilege of watching the process of creation. 
How much of the de t a i l s  one can t race  
To many questions our only answer w i l l  be ignorabimus. 
, 
ON THE ORIGIN OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
II. Accretion of Planets 
1. Isochronism 
Most planets and asteroids which have not been braked by t i d a l  e f fec ts  
This empirical " l a w  spin with about the same period (9 hours *5O percent).  
of isochronism" holds for  bodies as different as small asteroids and giant 
planets.  , no sys- 
tematic change of the period is indicated (Alf'vgn, 1964). 
11 In  f ac t ,  i f  the  planetary mass varies  by more than 10 
From a theore t ica l  point of view the isochronism speak def in i te ly  
against  the common view t h a t  planets a re  a r e su l t  of a d i rec t  condensation 
from a gas cloud. 
upon the s ize  and or ig ina l  rotat ion of the cloud. 
d i r ec t  condensation should give the  same spin period t o  a small asteroid and 
t o  a giant planet.  
planets" much bigger than the present bodies. 
If t h a t  were the  case the spin of a body should depend 
It is  very unlikely t h a t  
The isochronism i s  a l so  adverse t o  the  idea of "proto- 
Theoretically we can expect isochronism i f  the condensation takes place 
i n  two steps.  F i r s t  the cloud condenses t o  a number of small grains, and 
these a re  l a t e r  accreted by the gravi ta t ional  a t t r ac t ion  of a growing plane- 
t m y  ''embryo." If a grain,  i n i t i a l l y  a t  r e s t  i n  re la t ion  t o  the  embryo, and 
a t  large distance from it, is a t t rac ted  by i t s  gravi ta t ion,  the grain w i l l  
h i t  the embryo with approximately the "escape velocity" 
1 & 1 1  
v = (2KM/R)2 = (7 K)%? R e 
-3 1 
= 0.75.10 e 2 R  
where R i s  the  radius, 8 the average density and M the  mass of the embryo. 
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( K  is the constant of gravitation. ) If a grain reaches the  surface of the 
embryo i n  the  tangent ia l  direction, i t s  ve loc i ty  corresponds t o  an angular 
veloci ty  w = ve/R or 
w = (8xK/3) a 3  8 
e 
which is  independent of the size of the body but depends on the  average 
densi ty  8 .  The corresponding period i s  
= 2.348 1 hours g 4 cm-3/2 
Obviously a body does not accrete grains h i t t i n g  it i n  such a systematic 
way. In a r e a l i s t i c  case when the grains h i t  under d i f fe ren t  angles, the 
angular veloci ty  w of the body becomes smaller: 
w = C ' W  e 
where C '  (<1) is  a function of the d is t r ibu t ion  of the angles of incidence. 
( C '  i s  r e l a t ed  t o  the constant C defined i n  reference ( A l f v & ,  1964) by the  
r e l a t ion  C' = 9/10 C . )  For a homogeneous d is t r ibu t ion  C' is zero (no spin) .  
The properties of an accretion of t h i s  type have been studied using a 
simple model. In a plasm cloud ro ta t ing  with the uniform angular veloci ty  
R around an axis  through the center of the embryo, a condensation of gra ins  
takes place. The embryo accretes those grains which h i t  it. The r e s u l t  is 
t h a t  t he  embryo w i l l  spin with a period 
T = T / C '  e 
A numerical calculation gave 
C '  = 0.41 
or  
T h  = 6.7 hours . 
The value is  independent of the s i z e  of  the body, i n  agreement with the 
observational isochronism--but compared t o  the  observational value of 
about 15 hours g ' cm -3 /2  it i s  too small by more than  a factor  of 2. 2- 
I 
2. G l u l i ' s  Theory of Accretion -
Another, more r e a l i s t i c  model of planetary accretion has been studied 
by Giuli .  S ta r t ing  from the general "planetesimal" picture  of accretion he 
assumes tha t  the embryo of a planet, e.g., the  ear th ,  o rb i t s  i n  a c i r c l e  
around the sun. A t  the same time there  i s  a uniform dis t r ibu t ion  of grains 
which when a t  large distance from the  ear th  move i n  Kepler o rb i t s  around 
the  sun. When a grain comes i n  the  neighborhood of the embryo it is at-  
t r ac t ed  gravi ta t ional ly .  If it h i t s  the embryo, it i s  assumed t o  s t ick .  
The mass of the embryo w i l l  increase and a t  the same t i m e  the grain t ransfers  
angular momentum t o  the embryo. The r a t i o  between angular momentum and mass 
determines i t s  spin. 
Dole (1962) has demonstrated t h a t  i n  order t o  h i t  an embryo moving i n  
a c i rcu lar  orb i t  around the sun, the  grains must be moving within cer ta in  
"bands," the o r b i t a l  elements of which he calculates for  the case when the 
grains before approaching the  ear th  move i n  c i rcu lar  orb i t s  around the sun. 
G i u l i  has made similar calculations including a l so  gra ins  moving i n  eccentric 
o rb i t s .  (Like Dole, he r e s t r i c t s  h i s  calculations t o  the case when the 
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par t i c l e s  move i n  the o r b i t a l  plane of the embryo.) 
l a t ed  the spin which a growing planet a t t a ins  when it accumulates mass i n  
t h i s  way. 
Further, he has calcu- 
He f inds ,  t h a t  a planet capturing exclusively grains moving i n  circu- 
lar orb i t s ,  w i l l  acquire a retrograde rotat ion.  
place a l so  *om eccentric orb i t s ,  the ro ta t ion  w i l l  be prograde (assuming 
equal grain density i n  the different  o rb i t s ) .  T h i s  e f fec t  i s  e s sen t i a l ly  
due t o  a s o r t  of resonance effect  which makes the accretion from cer ta in  
eccentr ic  orb i t s  very e f f ic ien t .  Such o rb i t s  are  e l l ipses  with a >  1 (a = 
semi-major axis ,  with ea r th ' s  o r b i t a l  radius taken as un i t )  which a t  per i -  
helion graze the ea r th ' s  o rb i t  i n  such a way that  the g ra in  moves with 
almost the same veloci ty  as the ear th .  There is a l so  a c lass  of orb i t s  
with a < 1, the  aphelion of which gives a s i m i l a r  e f f ec t .  I n  both cases a 
s o r t  of focusing occurs i n  such a way t h a t  the embryo receives a strong 
prograde spin. 
However, i f  accretion takes 
Giul i  t r e a t s  h i s  problem in  a coordinate system xy which has i ts  
or ig in  at the center of the earth.  The sun is  very far i n  the  -x direction. 
The coordinate system ro ta tes  
ear th  distance as length uni t  
motion close t o  the ear th  can 
with the period of one year. 
and one year as t iw un i t ,  t he  equations of 
be writ ten approximately: 
Taking the sun- 
I I  
Y = -  S + Y  3 
r 
where M i s  the mass r a t i o  earth sun and 
x = 2jr + 3x . 
Y = -2x 
The ro t a t ion  of the coordinate system introduces the  Coriolis force (2 ; ,  2;) 
and the  inhomogeneity of the s o l a r  gravi ta t ion the force (3x, 0) .  
forces together dis turb the ordinary Kepler motion around the  planet.  The 
capture is most e f f i c i en t  fo r  par t ic les  moving through space with approxi- 
mately the  same speed as t h e  earth.  These pa r t i c l e s  w i l l  h i t  t he  ear th  at  
approximately the  escape velocity ve. 
combined gravi ta t ion of the earth and the sun i n  the  following qua l i ta t ive  
way. 
These 
We can discuss t h e i r  o rb i t s  under the  
Let us reverse time and shoot out pa r t i c l e s  f romthe  ear th .  In  case a 
h p a r t i c l e  is  shot out from the 6 
eastward direct ion with s l i gh t ly  l e s s  than the escape veloci ty ,  it w i l l  move 
i n  an e l l i p s e  out i n  the -y direct ion towards i t s  aphelion A .  (See Fig. 3 . )  
The Coriolis force 2;. and the solar  gravi ta t ion gradient 3x w i l l  a c t  i n  
opposite direct ions so as t o  minimize the net disturbance. On the other 
hand, on a p a r t i c l e  shot out i n  the  westward direct ion from the  6 point 
t h e  two forces w i l l  add i n  such a way as t o  def lec t  it f romthe  e l l i p s e  far 
out from the  e a r t h ' s  gravi ta t ional  f i e l d ,  where it w i l l  continue with a very 
low veloci ty .  
point of the  ear th  (x  = 0, y = r )  i n  the 
h 
Reversing the direct ion of motion we hence f ind  t h a t  pa r t i c l e s  from 
outside can penetrate i n to  the  e a r t h ' s  f i e l d  i n  such a way t h a t  they h i t  
t h e  6 point of the ea r th ' s  equator from the west direct ion but not from 
the  east direct ion (Fig. 4 ) .  
h 
Hence the  pa r t i c l e s  form a s o r t  of a j e t  which 
gives a prograde spin.  
h 
Similarly,  pa r t i c l e s  moving inside the  ea r th ' s  o rb i t  can h i t  t he  18 
point only from the  west direction and they a l so  give a prograde momentum. 
Thus we have an e f f i c i en t  capture mechanism fo r  two "jets" both giving 
prograde rotat ions.  They derive from pa r t i c l e s  moving i n  the  so la r  f i e l d  
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with about a = 1.04 and a = 0.96 and an eccent r ic i ty  of 0.03. Most other 
pa r t i c l e s  h i t  i n  such a way t h a t  i n  average they give a retrograde momentum. 
Applied t o  the ear th  the net e f f ec t  of the process is  according t o  
G i u l i  a prograde spin with a period of 1 5  hours--a value which is of the  
correct order of magnitude, but larger  by a factor  of two or three than the 
e a r t h ' s  period before the capture of the Moon ( 5  or 6 hours). Giul i  f inds 
t h a t  a body with the radius 0.1 R, and the  same density w i l l  get  the same 
period. 
the  period i s  proportional t o  
homogeneous). The value of T 
0 
It is  l i k e l y  (although not de f in i t e ly  proved mathematically) t h a t  
(e = density of the body, assumed t o  be 
which i s  obtained i n  t h i s  way is 
-3/2 T = 35 hours g2 cm 
This value i s  larger  by a factor of two than the average for  a l l  planets-- 
including asteroids--which a r e  not affected by t ida l  braking. 
G i u l i ' s  calculations a r e  based on the simplest possible planetesimal 
model, v i z  -t h a t  an embryo grows by accretion of those grains which h i t  it. 
Hence he has neglected coll isions between the  grains.  It is  highly satis- 
factory t h a t  t h i s  simple model gives the  correct order of magnitude fo r  the 
spin.  It is reasonable t o  interpret  t h i s  agreement as a strong support for  
the  theory of planetary accretion. 
G i u l i ' s  model i s  two-dimensional. It seems unlikely t h a t  a three- 
dimensional model w i l l  change the r e su l t s  i n  a more d ra s t i c  way but a 
change i n  the  numerical value by a factor of--say--two, i s  very well 
possible. 
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3. Accretion - and Isochronism 
The agreement between Giul i ' s  theory and the observed spin period 
suggeststhat we may begin t o  understand e s sen t i a l  features of the accretion 
of the c e l e s t i a l  bodies i n  our solar system . 
served t h a t  the theory is  two-dimensional and t h a t  a proof of the dependence 
of t he  period on the  average density is  s t i l l  lacking.) 
( I t  should however be ob- 
The general mechanism of accretion may then be described i n  the fo l -  
lowing way. By a process which we shall not discuss here space around the 
cen t r a l  body (sun or mother planet)  is f i l l e d  with small gra ins  which have 
condensed out of a plasma. 
with a cer ta in  eccentr ic i ty .  
but as Giu l i ' s  theory is two-dimensional, we take no account here of the 
o rb i t  incl inat ions.  
The grains move i n  Kepler orb i t s ,  i n  general 
I n  r e a l i t y  t h e i r  o r b i t a l  planes do not coincide, 
The grains increase i n  s i z e  and i n  number, and begin t o  in te rac t  with 
each other.  Collisions between the g ra ins  a re  ine l a s t i c ,  and the general 
result is  a build-up of larger  gra ins .  A s  soon as the grains have become 
large enough t o  have appreciable grav i ta t iona l  e f fec ts  on the surrounding, 
G iu l i ' s  mechanism w i l l  be e f f ic ien t  with the  result t h a t  t he  spin of the  
grains a t t a ins  the isochronic value. 
We can visual ize  t h a t  i n  th i s  way an embryo can be formed w i t h ,  for  
example, a diameter of some hundred meters, feeding from grains of the s i ze  
. of centimeters or l e s s .  Larger bodies, fo r  example bodies of the  s ize  of 
small asteroids ,  may a l so  increase t h e i r  mass by col lect ing such small grains.  
However, the  increase in  mass is mainly due t o  the collection of larger  bodies 
which already have been formed i n  the  region where they move. 
way we can think of large asteroids--l ike Ceres--as accreted mainly from 
minor asteroids.  
In  a s imilar  
The process may proceed i n  such a way t h a t  our present planets 
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have accreted mainly from bodies of the s ize  of, for example, Ceres. 
The outlined process i s  a successive building-up of larger bodies 
from smaller ones. A s  the basic process i s  independent of mass we can 
understand why the spin period remains the same when the mass varies by 
a factor of 10l1 from the smallest asteroids t o  the giant planets. 
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ON THE ORIGM OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
111. Partial Corotation of a Magnetized Plasma 
1. The Ferraro isorotat ion and pa r t i a l  corotation --
If a magnetized c e l e s t i a l  body ro ta tes  with the angular veloci ty  0, 
it has a tendency t o  make a plasma i n  i ts  surrounding share i t s  rotat ion.  
HydFomagnetic e f f ec t s  work towards the establishment of isorotat ion,  which 
means t h a t  a l l  par t s  of the plasma ro t a t e  around the axis with an angular 
veloci ty  w which equals R. 
l a t e r  by AlW& and others (c f .  Alf'vgn and Falthammar 1963, p. log). 
most detai led study i s  due t o  LGs t  and Schliiter (1955). 
The problem has been studied by Ferraro and 
The 
The t ransfer  of angular momentum is of basic importance t o  the under- 
standing of the  formation of the solar  system. 
In the mentioned papers it was assumed tha t  not only the cent ra l  body 
but a l so  the surrounding medium has i n f i n i t e  conductivity, which means t h a t  
the  magnetic l i nes  of force are "frozen-in." However, recent studies of 
the  conditions i n  the  t e r r e s t r i a l  magnetosphere indicate  the presence of 
e l e c t r i c  fields pa ra l l e l  t o  the magnetic f i e l d  (Persson 1963, 1966). A s  
such e l e c t r i c  fields may "cut1' the  magnetic l i nes  of force, t h i s  implies 
t h a t  the magnetic l i nes  of force are not necessarily frozen-in (see Alfvgn- 
Fiilthnmmnr 1963, p. 190). 
dipole f i e l d  the angular velocity w of a plasma cloud may d i f f e r  very much 
from n u n d e r  the condition tha t  there  a re  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d s  pa ra l l e l  t o  the 
magnetic f i e l d  i n  a region intermediate between the cen t r a l  body and the 
plasma cloud. 
so low t ha t  the mean f ree  path i s  long compared t o  the  l inear  dimensions 
( e  .g. the distance t o  the dipole).  
For example even i f  the  magnetic f i e l d  is a perfect 
This requires tha t  i n  the intermediate region the density is 
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It seem plausible t h a t  very often the t ransfer  of angular momentum 
is stopped long before w = R, so t h a t  only a s t a t e  of partial  corotation 
is reached. 
The purpose of the present paper is  t o  study t h i s  state and especial ly  
the  condensation of grains from it, a process which is  of importance t o  the  
cosmogonic problem. The resu l t s  a re  applied t o  the  cosmogony of the Saturnian 
r ings and the asteroid b e l t .  
e t i c  dipole f i e l d  under the action of p a v i t a t i o n  2. Plasma i n  a magn --- ---  
Suppose tha t  an e lec t r i ca l ly  conducting ro ta t ing  sphere with mass M has 
a magnetic dipole f i e l d  the axis of which is  p a r a l l e l  or an t ipa ra l l e l  t o  the  
axis of rotat ion.  
(see Fig. 5). 
sylmpetry (variables independent of t and of q ) .  
shaped) p l a s m  cloud a t  (r, A ) ,  the  elements of which ro t a t e  around the axis 
w i t h  the ve loc i ty  
kt us introduce a spherical  coordinate system (r, A ,  c p )  
We shall investigate a s ta t ionary state w i t h  cyl indrical  
Consider a small ( r ing  
v = w r c o s A  
cp 
In  th i s  cloud a pa r t i c l e  w i t h  mass = m i s  acted upon by the gravi ta t ion 
and by the centr i fugal  force 
2 m v  
-   
mfc r cos x ( 3 )  
The gravi ta t ion ac t s  an t ipara l le l  t o  the  vector radius which makes the angle 
a with the  magnetic f i e ld .  We have 
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cos x 2 s i n  A 
(P 
s i n  a = 7 ; cos a = 
with 
(Cf. Alflr6n and FX1thamma.r 1963, p. 4. ) 
The centr i fugal  force makes the angle A - a w i t h  the magnetic f i e l d .  
f ind  from (4) 
We 
(4) 
cos ( A  - a )  = - cos x cos a ( 6 )  2 
I If the medium between the plasma cloud and the sphere has a high elec-  t r i c  conductivity, the  plasma cloud must corotate with the  sphere. 
implies--among other things--that the mean f ree  path must be small compared 
t o  the l inear  dimensions. However, i f  the mdium has a very low density so 
t h a t  the mean fkee path i s  long, there  may be e l e c t r i c  f i e lds  pa ra l l e l  t o  
t he  magnetic f i e l d  (H. Persson 1963, 1966). 
the  ro ta t ion  w of the plasma cloud m y  d i f f e r  from the  ro ta t ion  R of the  
cen t r a l  sphere. 
between the  cent ra l  body and the plasma cloud i s  a "low density plasma." 
This 
I 
Then even i n  a s ta t ionary s t a t e  
We s h a l l  investigate t h i s  case, assuming t h a t  the region 
If the temperature i s  zero a par t ic le  w i t h  charge e and mass m is  acted 
upon by a force which has the  component mf'" para l l e l  t o  the magnetic f i e ld :  
mf'" = - mf cos a + mfc cos ( A  - a )  + eE" (7) 
g 
where E" is  the e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  pa ra l l e l  t o  the magnetic f ie ld  B. 
y of the atoms of the plasma are ionized. 
components we obtain the t o t a l  force F" action on a volume element containing 
A f ract ion 
Adding the  electron, ion and atom 
(1 - y)n atoms (mass ma), y electrons and y ions. We f ind 
1 - F" = ma [ -  f cos a + f n g C cos ( A  - a)]  
I n  a s ta t ionary  state F" must be zero. 
Because of the symmetry no force ac ts  i n  the cp direct ion.  This means 
t h a t  the  d r i f t  perpendicular t o  B i n  the meridian plane i s  zero. 
perpendicular t o  B i n  the meridian plane i s  
The force 
(9)  mf' = m f  s i n  a + m f c  s i n  ( A  - a )  + eE I €3 
The first two terms give drifts in  opposite directions t o  ions and 
electrons.  In t h i s  way a drift current i is produced which gives a force 
withe the magnetic f i e l d ,  preventing the p l a sm from moving perpendicular 
t o  B i n  the meridian plane. We assume t h a t  the current i i n  (10) is  so 
small that it does not modify the dipole f i e l d  considerably. In  the cases 
of i n t e re s t  t o  us, t h i s  i s  equivalent t o  the requirement t h a t  the gravi ta-  
t i o n a l  energy of the  plasma should be negligible compared t o  the magnetic 
energy. 
I 
The e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  E i n  (9)  gives an addi t ional  d r i f t  so tha t  the 
t o t a l  d r i f t  produced by f L  equals the ro ta t ion  wi th  the veloci ty  (1). 
3 .  Stationary motion of magnetic plasma 
We have t rea ted  an element of a medium density plasma si tuated at  
( r ,  A ,  rp) i n  a magnetic dipole f i e l d  from a ro ta t ing  cent ra l  body, from 
which it is separated by 8 low density plasma. 
temperature of the plasma is  low. 
We have assumed tha t  the  
Further we have assumed tha t  the mass 
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i s  so small t h a t  the dipole f i e ld  i s  not seriously disturbed. 
ro ta t ion  of the plasma requires F" = 0 ,  which according t o  (9) means 
A stat ionary 
f cos a = f c  cos ( A  - a) 
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With the help of (11, (2), ( 3 )  and (4) we find: 
As a comparison a c i rcu lar  Kepler motion i s  characterized by 
Hence i n  a magnetic 
i f  it has a par t ia l  
k ine t ic  energy of a - -  
2 - KM v - -  K r 
dipole f ie ld  a plasma element has a s ta t ionary motion 
corotation, t h e  kinet ic  energx of which i s  2/3 of the  
circular  Kepler motion. 
------
This factor  derives fromthe geometry of a dipole f i e l d  and enters  be- 
cause the centr i fugal  force makes a smaller angle w i t h  a f i e l d  l i ne  than the  
gravi ta t ion.  The plasma element i s  supported against gravi ta t ion i n  part by 
the centrif'ugal force,  but i n  par t  by the current i which according t o  (10) 
gives a force w i t h  the  magnetic f i e ld .  
The following t ab le  compares the  energy and angular momentum of a circu- 
lar Kepler motion and 8 circular motion of a magnetized plasma. 
Circular Kepler P a r t i a l  corotation of 
Motion magnetized plasma 
Gravitational energy 
Kinetic energy 
Total  energy 
Angular momentum 
c = r * v  
KM 
r 
- -  
1 KM 
2 r  
- -  
1 KM 
2 r  




- -  
1 KM 
3 r  
- -  
2 K M  
3 r  
- - -  
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4. Effect - of f i n i t e  temperature 
If the plasma temperature d i f fe rs  from zero, diamagnetic repulsion 
from the dipole gives an outward force which has a component which i s  
added t o  the centr i fugal  force. This makes the factor  i n  ( 1 2 )  smaller 
than 2/3. 
(wherey i s  the degree of ionization, k Boltzman's constant, and T 
the  electron and ion temperatures) i s  comparable t o  the kinet ic  energy 
Wk = 111 v 
It can be shown tha t  t h i s  e f f ec t  i s  of importance i f  A = yk(Te + Ti) 
i and T e 
1 2 
2 a  cp 
(where ma i s  the mass of an atom i n  the plasma). 
a 
For a possible 
application t o  the close environment of Saturn we may put m = 10 "H = 1.7 
6 vq = 2 10 cm/sec ( =  o r b i t a l  veloci ty  of M i m a s ) ,  y = 16. We f i n d  
tha t  A/Wk = 1$, i f  Te = Ti = 15000°K. 
correction i s  probably not very important i n  the case we have considered. 
This indicates t h a t  the temperature 
5 .  Condensation of the plasma --
I f  the plasma recombines s o  t h a t  the current i vanishes, the element of 
matter changes i ts  motion from the type we have investigated, and under cer- 
t a i n  conditions i t s  motion w i l l  be a Kepler e l l i p se .  
Let us suppose tha t  i n  the plasma a condensation takes place so tha t  
small "grains" are  produced. 
o r  t o  droplets or--according t o  Opik--in some cases t o  "snowflakes . I t  
s h a l l  not discuss the process of condensation more i n  d e t a i l s ,  but re fer  t o  
i t s  product as "grains." If these w e  very small the e l e c t r i c  charge they 
may acquire i n  the plasma may make t h e i r  motion influenced by the magnetic 
f i e ld .  We s h a l l  confine the discussion t o  the simple case when the grains 
a re  so large that they neither are influenced by electromagnetic forces,  nor 
by f r i c t i o n  wi th  the plasma. 
be instantaneous so  t h a t  the i n i t i a l  veloci ty  of a grain equals the veloci ty  
of the plasma element from which it i s  born. 
The condensation may lead t o  small so l id  bodies 
We 
Furthermore, the condensation is  supposed t o  
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Under these assumptions a grain produced at  the  point (r,, hoy cp,) 
w i l l  move i n  an e l l i p s e  w i t h  the eccent r ic i ty  
Its aphelion is s i tua ted  a t  (ro, A,, cp,) and i t s  perihelion at  (rl, hl, cp,) 
with 
1 
1 2 0  r = - r  
The eUipse  in te rsec ts  the equatorial plane h = 0 at the nodal points 
x n 
(rn, 0 ,  cpo + 2) and (rn 0 ,  Lp* - 7) w i t h  
rn = 7 
2 
When the  grain reaches rn its angular veloci ty  equals the angular veloci ty  
of a body moving i n  a Kepler c i rc le  i n  the o r b i t a l  plane of the grain. 
Suppose tha t  grains are  produced i n  a r ing  element (ro, ho)  of plasma. 
A l l  of them cross the equatorial plane at  the c i r c l e  rn = 2/3 ro. Suppose 
t h a t  there  is  a small body ("embryo") moving i n  a c i rcu lar  Kepler orb i t  i n  
t he  equator ia l  plane with radius rn. 
a s a m  t h a t  a l l  grains h i t t i n g  it are absorbed by it. 
It w i l l  be h i t  by the  grains,  and we 
Each grain has the 
same angular momentum per mass as t he  embryo. However, the angular momentum 
vector of the embryo is  para l le l  t o  the dipole axis  whereas the angular 
momentum vector of the grain makes an angle X o  with the  axis. 
is so small t h a t  we can put cos A. = 1 the embryo w i l l  grow i n  s ize  but not 
change i ts  o rb i t .  
In case Xo 
If cos A. < 1 the embryo w i l l  s p i r a l  inwards when growing. 
Seen from the  coordinate system of the  moving embryo the grains w i l l  
reach it with a veloci ty  vector i n  the  meridional plane. 
p a r a l l e l  t o  the axis is  (2/3 ?)'I2 s i n  A and the veloci ty  component i n  
the  equator ia l  plane (1/12 KM)01/2. 7 
t h e  corresponding energy is transferred in to  heat.  
I ts  component 
0 
If the co l l i s ion  i s  perfect ly  ine l a s t i c  
0 
6. conclusions 
SWmWizing our r e su l t s  we have found t h a t  a plasma cloud in the  dipole 
f i e l d  of a ro ta t ing  cent ra l  body need not necessarily a t t a i n  the  same angular 
veloci ty  as the cent ra l  body. 
t he  cent ra l  body the density is so low tha t  the p a r a l l e l  e l e c t r i c  f i e l d  may 
d i f f e r  *om zero a s ta t ionary s t a t e  i s  possible characterized by a p a r t i a l  
corotation according t o  the table i n  5 3. If a t  a cent ra l  distance ro "grains" 
condense out of such a plasma, they w i l l  move i n  e l l i p ses  with a semi-major 
axis 2 / 3  ro and an eccentr ic i ty  e = 1/3. 
t i o n  of such grains w i l l  f ina l ly  make the  condensed matter move i n  a c i r c l e  
i n  the equator ia l  plane with the radius 2/3 ro. 
If in the region between the plasma cloud and 
Mutual col l is ions between a popula- 
I n  the more general case when condensation takes place i n  an extended 
region one should expect t h a t  the mass of each grain which has condensed s h a l l  
ult imately be moving i n  a circle  at  a distance of 2/3 times the  distance where 
the  condensation has taken place. 
but is  not necessarily t rue ,  because col l is ions between the grains is no more 
r e s t r i c t e d  t o  the equatorial  plane. 
through which grains agglomerate t o  larger  bodies moving i n  eccentric o rb i t s .  
However, the semi-major axes of these orb i t s  are  2 / 3  the weighted mean of the  
radius vector t o  the place of condensation. 
This may occur under cer ta in  conditions, 
There w i l l  be competitive processes 
7. Application t o  the Saturnian r ing  system --
The s t ructure  of the Saturnian r ing  system can be understood as a re -  
su l t  of a condensation from a plasma with p a r t i a l  corotation. 
The r ing  system consists of an outer r ing,  the A-ring with medium 
in tens i ty ,  separated from the very bright B-ring by a dark space, cal led 
Cassini ' s  division. 
t ens i ty ,  the C-ring. 
Inside the  B-ring there i s  a r ing with very weak in-  
If the grains now forming the different  r ings have condensed from a 
p a r t i a l l y  corotating plasma the regions where the condensation took place 
should be 3/2 the present distance from the  center of Saturn. Hence i f  we 
magnify the r ing system by a factor 3 / 2  we should f ind the posit ion of the 
plasma from which it once condensed. 
divis ion t o  coincide w i t h  the present orb i t  of M i m a s .  
between the B- and C-rings coincides wi th  the outer edge of the A-ring (see 
Fin. 6 ) .  
Such a magnification brings the Cassini ' s  -
Furthermore the l i m i t  
a -- --- -- 
----  ---
The interpretat ion is  t h e  following. Plasma i n  the v ic in i ty  of Saturn 
w a s  put i n to  partial corotation. Gra ins  condensing from th i s  plasma moved 
i n  e l l i p ses  w i t h  e = 1/3 and angular momenta corresponding t o  c i rcular  Kepler 
o rb i t s  at  cent ra l  distances of  2 / 3  times the distances t o  the places of conden- 
sat ion.  Outside the Roche l i m i t  the  grains agglomerated t o  s a t e l l i t e s .  Simi- 
lar agglomeration could not take place inside the Roche limit where col l iding 
grains cannot coalesce in to  larger bodies. Instead the  r e su l t  of the c o l l i -  
sions was t h a t  the orb i t s  of the grains were changed in to  c i rc les  i n  the 
equator ia l  plane, s i tua ted  a t  2/3  of the cent ra l  distance t o  the place of 
condensation. 
The outer border of the  A-ring can be ident i f ied  w i t h  the Roche l i m i t .  
The grains forming the A-ring originate from the region outside the orb i t  
of M i m a s .  
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The region where M i m a s  moves has been swept, because the plasma has 
condensed d i r e c t l y  on Mimas or perhaps ra ther  on the  "embryo" which l a t e r  
formed M i m a s .  
the  present dark spacing cal led Cassini 's  division. 
Hence very few grains derive from t h i s  region. This explains 
From the region inside the  orb i t  of Mimas the grains f e l l  down t o  form 
the  B - r i n g .  
A-ring had t o  pass the o rb i t  of Mimas. and t h i s  s a t e l l i t e  captured par t  of 
them or perturbed t h e i r  o rb i t s .  
This is brighter than the A - r i n g  because the grains forming the  
The grains of the B-ring originate from the plasma region inside M i m a s '  
o rb i t ,  but outside the Roche limit. 
are  a great number of grains which "sweep" the  region i n  the same way as 
Mimas swept a region near i t s  o rb i t .  The condensation f r o m t h i s  region w i l l  
hence r e su l t  i n  a much fa in te r  ring than the condensation from the region 
outside the Roche l i m i t .  This explains the faintness of the C-ring compared 
t o  the B-ring. 
However, inside the  Roche l i m i t  there  
Hence one can say t h a t  Cassini 's divis ion i s  the "cosmogonic shadow" of 
M i m a s  and the l i m i t  between the  B- and C-rings marks the beginning of a 
similar "shadowl' of the  A-ring. 
A more detai led analysis of the r ing system is found elsewhere (Origin 
of the Solar System, p .  79). 
The usual interpretat ion of the  s t ructure  of the rings as due t o  reso- 
nance e f fec ts  is not convincing ( loc .  c i t . ) .  There a re  no gaps i n  the r ing  
where resonance e f fec ts  a r e  expected, and for  example Cassini 's  division is  
def in i te ly  outside the calculated resonance points.  
Saturn is  only lo'? and of Enceladus-Saturn 
too  small t o  produce any v is ib le  resonance e f fec ts  i n  the r ing  system. 
The mass r a t i o  of M i m a s -  
The s a t e l l i t e s  are probably 
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8. Application t o  the asteroid belt  ---
The asteroid b e l t  can a l so  be interpreted as a r e su l t  of a condensation 
There a re  cer ta in  s imi l a r i t i e s  with the from a p a r t i a l l y  corotating plasma. 
Saturnian r ings,  but the  structure d i f f e r s  i n  the  following respects:  
1. In  the asteroid dis t r ibut ion (see Fig. 7) there  are  very pro- 
nounced gaps resul t ing from resonances with Jup i t e r ' s  o r b i t a l  period. 
mass r a t i o  Jupiter-Sun is  whereas the r a t i o  Mimas-Saturn i s  only lf7. 
However, resonance e f fec ts  can explain neither the upper nor the lower l i m i t  
of the asteroid b e l t .  
The 
2. The reason why the grains forming the  Saturn rings have not agglom- 
erated t o  larger  bodies i s  t h a t  they a re  moving inside the  Roche l i m i t .  
t he  as teroid bel t  the bodies have not agglomerated t o  planets because the 
densi ty  is too low. 
(Alfbgn 1964), these bodies cannot derive from a "broken up planet, ' '  but 
m u s t  be ident i f ied as a "half product" of the process of planet formation. 
In  
As a study of the ro ta t ion  of the  asteroids has shown 
The outward border of the main groups of asteroids i s  s i tua ted  a t  a 
so l a r  distance of 2 / 3  the distance of  Jupi ter .  
J u p i t e r ' s  o rb i t  move i n  e l l ipses  w i t h  e = 1/3 and when they repeatedly cross 
Jup i t e r ' s  o rb i t  there  is  a high chance t h a t  e i the r  they are  captured by 
Jupi te r  (or  the  embryo forming Jupi te r )  or t h e i r  o rb i t s  are perturbed so 
t h a t  they w i l l  not ult imately be found at  2/3 of t h e i r  place of origin.  
Hence there  a re  very few asteroids outside 2/3 of Jup i t e r ' s  o rb i t .  
means that there i s  no real correspondence t o  the A-ring of the Saturnian 
system. Mimas w i t h  a mass of only 
the  in tens i ty  of the  A-ring (compared t o  the  b r i n g ) ,  but only t o  a cer ta in  
extent .  Jupi te r ,  w i t h  a mass of of the  solar  mass, i s  able t o  reduce 
the  in tens i ty  t o  close to zero. 
Grains condensing outside 
This 
of the Saturnian mass, has reduced 
. 
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Hence the main group of asteroids starts at 2/3 of Jup i t e r ' s  o r b i t a l  
distance.  
place. 
Jup i t e r ,  i s  found a small distance below the  l i m i t  (because (l/2)*I3 = 0.63 
i s  close t o  2/3 = 0.67). 
f r o m  reaching its fbll value u n t i l  a t  some distance below t h e  l i m i t .  
Rather close below t h i s  l i m i t  a strong resonance e f f ec t  takes 
The Kepler orb i t  with a period which i s  exactly ha l f  the period of 
The resonance gap prevents the  asteroid population 
The inner border of the main as te ro id  group i s  s i tua ted  at  2/3 of the  
distance t o  the  outer border (or  ra ther  t he  distance where the  as te ro id  
population reaches i t s  full value).  
between the B-ring and the C-ring. 
the  region where they move so tha t  t he rc  is  no plasma which can condense t o  
grains.  In  other words t h e  inside l imitat ion of the asteroids group is 
produced by t h e i r  "own cosmogonic shadow. I '  
Hence it i s  an analogy t o  the border 
The asteroids themselves have "swept" 
A more detailed theory of the asteroid belt  has been given elsewhere 
(Origin of the  Solar System, p. 100). 
9. Application t o  -- the  t e r r e s t r i a l  magnetosphere 
It is  of i n t e re s t  t o  investigate whether i n  some parts of the magneto- 
A sphere the  present conditions are such as t o  cause a p a r t i a l  corotation. 
cloud of plasma, either injected during a magnetic storm or a r t i f i c i a l l y  
injected,  may receive angular momentum from the  ro ta t ing  earth t o  such an 
extent t h a t  the state of p a r t i a l  corotation is  reached. 
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ON THE ORIGIN OF THE SOLAR SYSTEM 
IV. On the Structure of the Saturnian Rings 
ABSTRACT 
The structure of the Saturnian rings is usually attributed to 
resonance effects produced by the innermost satelliter. It is shown 
that this theory is inadequate. 
today can cause the observed structure. 
view that the ring structure is of cosmogonic origin and has been pre- 
served from the time when the rings and the satellites were formed. 
It seems unlikely that any force acting 
Arguments w e  given for the 
The cosmogonic theory ofthe Saturnian rings is discussed. Both 
Mimas and the newly discovered Janus seems t o  have affected the ring 
structure. 
The theory leads to the prediction of a new undiscovered satellite 
moving between Janus and Mimas. 
1. Introduction 
. 
The Saturnian ring system consists of three rings: The outermost 
is called the A-ring and is separated by a drak region called Cassini's 
division from the B-ring, which is brighter than the A-ring. 
B-ring there is the very faint C-ring. 
Inside the 
The photometric curve given by Dollfus (Fig. 8) shows that near the 
outer edge of the A-ring there is a series of light maxima and minima. 
A double minimum exists near the inner edge of the B-ring. 
of the B-ring two minima are visible. 
In the middle 
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2. The resonance theory of the ring structure ---
It is usually believed that the structure of the ring system is 
produced by resonance effects with the satellites. Different investi- 
gators have claimed that Cassini's division is due to a resonance with 
Mimas in the way that the particles in the dwk region should be removed 
because their period is exactly 1/2 of the period of Mimas. 
corresponding t o  1/3 of the period of Enceladus a lso  falls close to 
Cassini's division. 
tween the B-ring and the C-ring should be connected with the l /3  reso- 
nance with the period of M i m a s .  A list of claimed resonances has been 
given by A.F.O'd. Alexander (1953, 1962). 
The resonance 
In a similar way the sharp change in intensity be- 
Fig. 8 shows a plot of all resonances with denominators d 10. The 
A number resonances With denominators S 5 are marked with thick lines. 
of resonance points of Mimas and Thetys are similar because the period 
of Mimas is almost exactly half the period of Thetys. The same is the 
case for the pair Enceladus-Dione. It should be remembered that the 
periods of Mimas, Enceladus, Thetys and Dione are approximately pro- 
portional to 2:3:4:6. 
A comparison between the calculated resonance points and the observed 
pattern of the ring system does not show any obvious connection. 
resonance of Mimas falls definitely to the left of Cassini's division. 
Half the period of Mimas differs by 1.2$ from the period of the outermost 
particles of the B-ring and by 4% from that of the innermost particles 
of the A-ring. 
and Cassini's division is still larger. 
there is not a single resonance point falling in the gap of Cassini's 
division. 
bright or dark--and the resonance points. 
The 1/2 
The difference between the 1/3 resonance with Enceladus 
In fact, the figure shows that 
Nor is there any obvious connection between other markings-- 
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This constitutes a striking difference with the asteroid ring, 
where there are very pronounced gaps corresponding to integer fractions 
of Jupiter's period. 
Jupiter's period there is a complete absence of asteroids (see Fig. 9). 
As Cassini's division has been attributed to resonances which should 
differ by a few percent, it is of interest to see whether a similar 
asymmetry exists for the asteroids. With reference to the resonance 
point the asymetry of the gaps--if any--is only a fraction of one per- 
cent. 
the resonance gaps of 1/2 Mimas' and 1/3 Enceladus' periods would be 
altogether within the B-ring, and outside Cassini's division. 
there is not the slightest trace of a resonance gap in the B-ring corre- 
sponding to either 2/5 of Mimas' period or to 1/3 of Enceladus' period. 
Hence f r o m  an observational point of view there is no real similarity 
between the asteroid gaps on one side and dark regions of the Saturnian 
rings on the other. 
istic for Cassini's division it is that not a single resonance point falls 
in that region. 
For example, near the resonances 1/2 and 2/5 of 
The half-width is about 1.5%. Hence with the same relative breadth 
Further 
In fact Fig. 8 indicates that if anything is character- 
From a theoretical point of view the systems differ in certain 
respects. The asteroids have usually rather eccentric orbits whereas 
the grains in the Saturnian rings move in almost perfect circles. As 
far as the resonance theories are developed there is no indication that 
this should produce a systematic displacement of the resonances in the 
case of the Saturnian rings (which would be the only possibility to 
describe Cassini's division as a resonance effect). 
The most important difference is likely to be the relative strength 




mass, whereas the masses of Mirnas and Enceladus are of the order 
the Saturnian mss. 
the perturbed bodies to the central bodies and to the perturbing bodies 
is the same in the two cases, the relative magnitude of the perturbing 
force is about 10 
asteroid ring. 
of 
As by definition the ratio of the distances from 
-4 times less in the Saturnian rings than in the 
Hence it seem legitimate to doubt whether Mimas and Enceladus are 
large enough to produce any phenomenon similar to the asteroid gaps. 
None of the existing theories have demonstrated quantitatively that the 
Saturnian satellites are large enough to produce any visible resonance 
gaps 
Further it should be noted that the resonance theories have so far 
not been able to give an acceptable explanation why the B-ring is somewhat 
brighter than the A-ring. 
Concerning the sharp limit between the B-ring and the C-ring it has 
been claimed that the 1/3 resonance of Mimas should be responsible for 
the very large positive derivative of the light curve. However, the 1/3 
resonance of Enceladus is situated somewhat inside Cassini's division in 
a region where the derivative of the light curve is slightly negative. 
There is no obvious reason why the same resonance with the different 
satellites should produce so different results. 
Our conclusion is that the resonance theories have not succeeded in 
explaining the main characteristics of the Saturnian rings. 
it is difficult to imagine that any other force acting at present times 
could produce the observed structure. 
Furthermore, 
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3. Recent or ancient production of the a structure? - -- 
The difficulty in explaining neither the gross structure nor the 
fine markings as results of forces acting today makes it important to 
ask whether the structure may derive from the cosmogonic process by 
which the ring system once was formed. 
some hesitation because it implies that during the few billion years 
Certainly this approach causes 
which have elapsed since the formation of the solar system even the 
details of the structure should have remained essentially unchanged. 
This requires that the ring system has an enormous stability. 
perturbation theory in celestial mechanics does not al low us to draw any 
The 
definite conclusions about the behaviour of a satellite system during 
so long times. 
The problem we discuss is somewhat similar to the problem about the 
isorotation of the planets and asteroids (Alflrdn, 1964). Practically all 
celestial bodies which are known to rotate have about the same period of 
rotation (unless the spin has been changed by tidal effects) and this 
cannot be a result of forces acting today. The conclusion is that the 
isorotation must derive f r o m  cosmogonic processes and that-when tidal 
effects are unimportant--the spin has not changed very much during the 
time which has elapsed since the formation of the solar system. To 
ascribe the structure of the Saturnian system to cosmogonic processes 
means that we admit that the orbital  momenta of its constituents have 
been preserved in a similar Way. 
4. Cosmogonic theory -- of the Saturnian - rings 
The cosmogony of the Saturnian ring system is a special case of the 
general cosmogonic process which under certain conditions produces 
secondary bodies around rotating massive magnetized bodies. The reason 
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why Saturn, and Saturn alone, has a ring system has been discussed 
elsewhere (Alfdn, 1954, 1962). 
been analyzed earlier (Alfdn 1942, 1954). 
from the study of the terrestrial magnetosphere seem to be applicable 
to the cosmogony of the Saturnian rings. 
the Saturnian system are relevant to the problem. 
Also the structure of the rings has 
Harever, recent results 
Moreover, new observations of 
As has been pointed out recently (Alf'v#n 1967) the state around a 
planet when its satellite system was formed was in some respects probably 
similar to the present state of the terrestrial magnetosphere. 
l ikely that in order to produce satellites a planet must be magnetized, 
and hence surrounded by a magnetosphere. At cosmogonic times the 
Saturnian magnetosphere was probably not so disturbed by solar activity 
as the present terrestrial mgnetosphere, because it is doubtful whether 
at that time the 82111 was very active. 
that the solar emission of high speed plasma, requires rather special 
conditions which are satisfied today, but not necessarily during other 
periods of the life history ofthe sun. Furthermore, not even at present 
times, is the solar activity likely to produce very much disturbance as 
far out as Saturn. 
It seems 
Dessler (1966) has pointed out 
When the satellite systems were formed the density around the 
central body must have been considerably higher than in the present 
terrestrial magnetosphere. 
satellites in a sphere with a radius equal to the orbital radius of the 
satellite orbits we obtain an average density of the order 10 
In the theory of Laplace and its modern versions (von WeizsZcker, Kuiper, 
Berlage) the gas cloud out of which the satellites were formed must have 
had this density (or perhaps a higher density if only part of the cloud 
If we smear out the mass of the Saturnian 
-8 g/cm3. 
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condensed) Contrary to this the magnetohydrodynamic approach, which 
we are following, envisages a plasma, density which on the average was 
several orders of magnitude smaller. 
assumption that the raw material of the satellites was a neutral gas 
falling in--continuously or in jets--from a large distance towards the 
central body. When it reached the "critical velocity" the gas became 
ionized and formed a plasma in the magnetosphere of the central body. 
This plasma was brought into partial corotation with the central body, 
after which it rapidly condensed to small "grains." 
of neutral gas went on during a time which was very much longer than the 
time it took for the plasma to condense into grains only a small f'raction 
This is a consequence of the 
Because the injection 
or perhaps 10") of the present mass of the satellites need have 
been suspended as a magnetized plasma in the surrounding of the central 
body. On the other hand it is possible that at a certain period all the 
present mass was in forms o f  grains ("satellitesimals") moving in Kepler 
orbits. 
Hence the density in the wetosphere of a satellite-forming planet 
was probably comparable to the present density of the outer solar corona 
(10 5 particles or less). We should envisage that the magnetic field 
had the same dominating influence on the structure as in the present 
solar corona and that consequently there were very large local density 
variations. This means that the average density was some orders of 
mgnitude higher than in the outer parts of the present terrestrial 
magnetosphere. 
lated by the magnetic field. 
However, the motion of the plasm was essentially regu- 
A survey over possible densities and magnetic fields has been given 
elsewhere (Alfvdn 1954). 
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5 .  Partially corotating plasma around Saturn 
Under certain conditions, which have been specified elsewhere 
(Alfgn 1967) a plasma in the magnetosphere of a rotating planet wil l  
be in the state of "partial corotation." A chrwracteristic of this state 
is that if condensation of the plasma takes place, the resulting "grains" 
w i l l  have the same orbital momenta as grains moving in circular orbits 
at central distances equal to 2/3 of the distance where the condensation 
took place. By inelastic collisions with other grains condensing at the 
same central distance their orbits may be changed in such a way that we 
at present times find them in circular orbits at 2/3 of the place of 
condensation. 
We lnow too little abGut the conditions in a planetary magnetosphere 
at cosmogonic times to be able t o  conclude that the requirements for 
partial corotation were satisfied. HLwever, from our general lines of 
approach it is possible, perhaps wt7: may say probable, that partial 
corotation took place. It is therefore worth while to investigate 
whether we can find features in the present structure of the solar system 
which can be interpreted as results of condensation *om a partially 
corotatins plasma. 
IC along this line of approach we want to find the place of origin 
of present bodies, we should enlarp the present orbits-if they are 
circular--by a factcr 3/2. 
we find that Cassini's division cones i:;to the region where Mims moves, 
and the border betwren the B-ring and the C-ring coincides with the 
outer edge of the A-ring. 
If we q p l y  this to the Saturnian ring system 
This may be interpreted in the follcrwing way. 
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6. Cosmogonic "shadow" effects 
In the region where Mhs moves the rotating plasma w i l l  condense 
on Mimas (or perhaps on the dispersed matter which is in the process of 
coalescing into the present Mi~ms). Hence In this region there will be 
little plasma left to form grains which later will be found at 2/3 of 
the central distance of Mimas. The plasma outside the orbit of Mimas 
condenses to grains and when they have fallen to 2/3 of their initial 
distance they form the present A-ring. 
position they have to pass M i m a a  orbit, and part of them w i l l  be captured 
or perturbed. 
grains condensing from plasma inside Mimas' orbit fall down to 2/3 of 
their initial position without passing Mimas' orbit and form the B-ring, 
the brightness of which is not reduced in the same way. 
However, before they reach this 
Hence the density of the A-ring is somewhat reduced. The 
Hence we may interpret Cassini's division as what we may call the 
"cosmogonic shadaw" of Mimas and attribute the fact that the A-ring is 
less bright than the B-ring to a partial "shadowing" by Mimas. 
As has been stated above the cosmogonic process which we are con- 
sidering does not envisage that all the matter which at present consti- 
tutes the satellites and the rings was at the s e  time in the state of 
a plasma in the environment of Saturn. Instead there was a continuous 
injection of gas--or an injection as a series of jets--going on during 
a very long time (perhaps 10 a or 10 9 years). The gas became ionized, 
brought into a state of partial corotation, and condensed to grains, 
but these processes were relatively very rapid. 
certain moment only a very small fraction of the total injected gas was 
in the state of a plasma. 
or less continuously during a very long time. 
This means that at a 
Hence the process was producing grains more 
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Outside the Roche limit the grains agglomerated i n t o  s a t e l l i t e s .  
Inside the Roche limit the grain8 did not agglomerate because the dis- 
ruptive e f f ec t  due t o  Saturn's tidal act ion was l a rger  than the m u t u a l  
g rav i ta t iona l  a t t r ac t ion  between the grains. Hence i f  i n i t i a l l y  the 
sane average density of mstter was injected both outside and inside the 
Roche limit, the matter inside the  limit remained i n  a dispersed form 
whereas outside the limit it agglomerated t o  la rger  bodies. This means 
that the  t o t a l  surface of the grains inside the l imi t  may be many orders 
of magnitude larger  than the t o t a l  surface of the  la rger  bodies, even i f  
i n  average the mass density i s  of the same order. 
sunlight is  proportional t o  the t o t a l  surface, the mass inside the  
Roche limit i s  more eas i ly  observed than the mass outside the limit. 
As the  re f lec ted  
The absorbtion of plasma on so l id  bodies is  a l s o  proportional t o  
the  surface of the bodies. 
i s  injected i n  the region inside the Roche limit will rapidly be absorbed 
by the grains.  
i t s  "cosmogonic shadow" at 2/3 of i t s  cent ra l  distance. 
Hence we should expect that the plasma which 
I n  the same way Mimas produces Cassini 's  divis ion as 
Fig. 10 shows i n  the upper l e f t  corner the l i g h t  curve with the 
ordinate reversed and the  abscissa reduced by a factor  2/3. 
cosmogonic shadow should be proportional t o  the t o t a l  surface of the 
matter, which means that it should be proportional t o  the luminosity. 
The f igure shms that the drop i n  i n t ens i ty  from the B - r i n g  t o  the  C-ring 
occurs almost exactly where we expect the cosmogonic shadow t o  appear. 
I n  f a c t  Dollf'us' value fo r  the outer l i m i t  of the A-ring i s  1811.g0 
f o r  the border between the B-ring and C-ring 12".60. 
these values happens t o  be exactly 1.500 = 3/2. 
l a t e d  from older observations is somewhat higher, up t o  about 1.55. 
The expected 
and 
The r a t i o  between 
The same r a t i o  calcu- 
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. 
When in this way partially corotating plasma is absorbed directly 
on the grains of the rings, the average angular momentum of the rings 
will decrease. If we take account of this effect the faJ.l down ratio 
3/2 = 1.50 should increase somewhat. According to more detailed calcu- 
lations a value of the fall down ratio depends on the density distribution 
of the original plasma. 
system a value of about 1.55 is reasonable. An increase in the f a l l  down 
ratio may also be due to the finite temperature of the plasm. According 
to 63 in an earlier paper (Alfvkn 1567), this effect is probably not 
of importance. 
For the density distribution in the Saturnian 
Considering Cassini's division as the cosmogonic shadm of Mimas, 
we find that the fa l l  down ratio must be slightly higher than 1.5, in 
the environment of 1.55 (= 1/0.65). 
of the simple theory can be explained in two ways, either as an indirect 
effect of the production of a shadov, or as a temperature effect, with 
some preference to the first explanation. 
resonance theory of Cassini's division it is difficult to see why there 
should be any deviation from the theoretical resonance, which as mentioned 
is clearly outside Cassini's division. 
The deviation from the value 3/2 
In contrast to this in the 
7. discovery of Janus -- 
Recently a new satellite of Saturn has been discovered (Dollfus 
1967). It has been called Janus and moves in an orbit with smaJ.l 
excentricity at a distance of 2.65 times the equatorial radius of Saturn, 
which in the scale of Fig. 8 or 10 means at 22".0. 
magnitudes smaller than Mimas. 
our earlier results. 
It is about two 
This discovery makes it possible to check 
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If the resonance theory of Cassini's division is correct we should 
expect Janus to produce a resonance gap at (0.5)~/~ = 0.63 of its 
central distance which in the figure corresponds to 13.9. 
of the luminosity curve there is not the slightest trace of any gap. 
on the other hand the new satellite produces a cosmogonic shadow, this 
should be situated at 2/3 22'I .O = 14".7. We find a clear minimum in 
the luminosity curve very close to the expected point. 
minimum in the figure is situated at 14".6, which with the orbital 
radius of Janus gives a fall down ratio of 1".51, slightly higher than 
the value of the simple theory and somewhat smaller than the value for 
Mimas-Cassini's division. 
In this region 
If 
In fact the 
8.  Prediction of a new satellite - of Saturn --- 
Between Cassini's division, identified as the cosmogonic shadow of 
Mimas, and the minimum at 14.67 identified as the cosmogonic shadow of 
Janus, there is another m i n i m ,  situated at 15.3. 
that this should be connected with an undiscovered satellite of Saturn. 
It seems possible 
As the minimum is less pronounced than the Janus minimum, the un- 
discovered satellite should be smaller than Janus, perhaps by one magni- 
tude. 
minimum, the excentricity of its orbit should be similar. 
probably that its orbit is almost circular. 
As the Mf-width of the minimum is similar to that of the Janus 
This means 
The fall-down ratio for Janus is 1.51, whereas the ratio between 
Mimas' orbit and the centre of Cassini's division is 1.55. 
between these two values we m y  expect the fall down ratio of the un- 
discovered satellite to be 1.52. 
should be 1.52 15.3 = 23.3, corresponding to 2.80 equatorial radii of 
Saturn. 
Interpolating 
This means that its orbital radius 
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Hence we predict that there should be an undiscovered satellite of - - 
Saturn mod% in an almost circular orbit at 2.80 equatorial radii with 
a period of 19.5 hours. 
Janus. 
--- ---- 
It should be about one magnitude fainter than - - -
9. Prediction of a light maximum in the C-ring - -  --
It seem also justified to make another prediction. As plasma 
accumulated in the region of the Cassini division has no grains which 
sweep it, it should fall down and form a weak luminous ring at 2/3 of 
Cassini's division. 
the C-ring in the region between 2/3 16Y3 = lO".g and 2/3 15".8 = 
11lI.2 (marked by an arrow in Fig. 10). 
for this. 
This means that there may be a light maximum in 
It would be of interest to look 
10. Comment on the luminosity curve 
With our interpretation of the minim at 14.6 and 15.3 one m y  ask 
-- -
whether the sequence of minima near the outer edge of the A-ring and 
the double minima near the inner edge of the B-ring could indicate the 
existence of other undiscovered bodies. This is perhaps possible but 
not very likely. 
edge of the A-ring gives more the impression of a damped oscillation, 
The regular sequence of maxima and minima at the outer 
possibly associated with the rapid increase in density at the outer 
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FIGURE CA.F'I!IONS 
Fig. 1 Periods of axial rotat ion fo r  the asteroids  i n  re la t ion  t o  
t h e i r  masses. To the r igh t  a re  included the  periods of the  
ordinary planets. (From H. Alf'vgn, Icarus 3, 52, 1964. ) - 
Fig. 2 Par t ic le  o rb i t s  i n  a ro ta t ing  coordinate system (according t o  Dole). 
Small bodies ("grains") which or ig ina l ly  move i n  c i rcular  orb i t s  
around the sun with o r b i t a l  r a d i i  greater  than l A . U .  w i l l  gradu- 
a l l y  be overtaken by the  ear th .  
which f ixes  the  earth at the  or ig in  and the sun on the abscissa 
t o  the l e f t  a t  a distance of l A . U .  (thus assuming the earth has 
a c i rcu lar  o r b i t ) ,  the par t ic les  will approach the earth and will 
move i n  the  complicated t r a j ec to r i e s  depicted i n  the figure.  
t h e i r  o r ig ina l  heliocentric o r b i t a l  r a d i i  f a l l  within seven ranges 
of values ("hands"), they w i l l  h i t  the earth.  
will depart from the neighborhood of the ear th  and return t o  
hel iocentr ic  (but non-circular ) orb i t s .  Seven similar hands e x i s t  
for  par t ic les  with i n i t i a l  o r b i t a l  r a d i i  less than l A . U .  
I n  a ro ta t ing  coordinate system 
l 
I f  
Otherwise, they 
Fig. 3 Part ic les  shot out tangent ia l ly  with approximately the escape 
veloci ty  f'rom the point B at  the  ea r th ' s  equator (a t  0600 loca l  
time) with move i n  an e l l i p s e  with apogeum at A. The motion is  
disturbed by t h e  Coriolis force and by the t i d a l  e f f ec t  from 
the sun. 
Fig. 4 Par t ic les  originally moving i n  s l i g h t l y  eccentric Kepler e l l i p ses  
i n  the  so la r  f i e l d  may h i t  the  ear th  i n  two j e t s ,  both giving 
prograde rotat ion.  
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Fig. 5 Plasma i n  a magnetic dipole f i e l d  from a ro ta t ing  cent ra l  body. 
A par t ic le  i s  acted on by the gravi ta t ion f which makes the 
angle cx with the  magnetic f i e l d ,  and by the centr i fugal  force f 
which makes the angle A - a  w i t h  the  magnetic f i e ld .  
g 
C Y  
Fig. 6 Condensation of "grains" from a p a r t i a l l y  corotating plasma i n  
the environment of  Saturn. 
The condensation i s  assumed t o  take place essent ia l ly  from the 
neighborhood of the equatorial  plane. The figure r e fe r s  t o  a 
s t a t e  when par t  of the plasma has already condensed s o  t h a t  Mimas 
and the  rings are exis t ing although wi th  only par t  of t h e i r  
present masses. 
which has not yet condensed. 
The plasma near the  o rb i t  of M i m a s  condenses on t h i s  s a t e l l i t e ,  
leaving the  "Region swept by Mimas" void of plasma. 
the plasma i n  the region of the  already exis t ing A-ring (and B- 
ring) condenses d i rec t ly  on the grains of the ring. 
When the grains produced by the  condensation f a l l  down t o  2 / 3  of 
t h e i r  o r ig ina l  central  distances the  s t a t e  depicted i n  the lower 
par t  of the  figure is produced. Cassini 's  division derived from 
the  region swept by M i m a s .  
because par t  of the plasma has condensed on the already exis t ing 
grains of the A-ring. 
The upper par t  of the  figure r e fe r s  t o  the plasma 
Similarly 
The C-ring has a reduced in tens i ty  
Fig. 7 Number of asteroids,  plot ted as function of t he i r  semi-major axis a. 
I n  the asteroid belt  Jupi ter  produces very pronounced resonance e f -  
fec ts  s o  t h a t  there a re  almost no asteroids w i t h  o r b i t a l  periods 
equal t o  1/2, 1/3, 2 / 5 ,  e tc .  of Jup i t e r ' s  period. 
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Fig. 7 
(Cont 'd)  
The state of a p a r t i a l l y  corotat ing plasma i s  depicted i n  the 
upper part of the figure. Grains condensing outside J u p i t e r ' s  
o r b i t  are captured o r  disturbed by Jupi te r .  The r e s u l t  is  t h a t  
there  are very f e w  as teroids  with a > 2/3 a4 (cal led " Jup i t e r ' s  
cosmogonic shadow"). Plasma condensing on already ex is t ing  
as te ra ids  produce a low l i m i t  cut-off ( "own cosmogonic shadow") 
of the as te ro id  d is t r ibu t ion  a t  2/3 of the  upper l i m i t .  
Fig. 8 Photometric curve of the Saturnian rings (according t o  Dollfus 
1961). 
for  Saturn placed a t  10 A.U. For a comparison with Fig .  VI:3 i n  
Origin of Solar System the  abscissa should be multiplied by 2.10. 
The abscissa gives the  r a d i a l  distance i n  seconds of a r c  
The top  sca le  gives the o r b i t a l  period of the  pa r t i c l e s .  
periods which are integer f ract ions of the  periods of the  inner 
Saturnian s a t e l l i t e s  are marked. According t o  the  resonance 
theory the s t ructure  of the r ings should be produced by resonances 
with these s a t e l l i t e s .  
The 
Fig.  9 Resonance gaps i n  the as te ro id  be l t .  Number of as teroids  as 
function of the semi-major ax is .  The arrows mark the  places 
where the  period of an as te ro id  i s  1/3 or  2/5 of the  period of 
Jupi te r .  
Fig. 10 Cosmogonic e f f ec t s  i n  the  r i n g  system. Dollfus '  photometric pro- 
f i l e  compared with Mimas o r b i t a l  distance reduced by a fac tor  2 / 3  
(o r  0.65). 
Ivlimas . 




In  the lef t  corner the photometric prof i le  is turned upside 
down and reduced by the factor 2/3 ("own cosmogonic shadow"), 
The rapid drop i n  intensi ty  between the B-ring and C-ring 
coincides with the beginning of t h i s  shadow. 
Effect of the recently discovered Janus: If the  resonance theory 
were correct we should expect a gap at  13l.9 (marked "1/2 resonance 
of Janus"), but t h i s  cannot be traced. On the other hand there is 
a l igh t  minimum close t o  2 / 3  the  o rb i t a l  radius of Janus as ex- 
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